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Chapter 3422

Mike Jones’ unwilling roar continued to spread in the courtyard.

But at this time, Mark couldn’t take care of him anymore.

His only thought now is to save An Qi.

Although, her body has begun to be cold.

Although Mark could hardly see any signs of life on An Qi.

But Mark was not reconciled, he had to try it, he had to save An Qi back.

“An Qi!”

“Hold it~”

“You must hold it!”

Regardless of the blood and dirt on An Qi’s body, Mark went crazy, holding An Qi into
the room.

While urgently recalling Yueyao Medical Immortal, Mark also transported the purest
vitality into An Qi’s body in the room, trying his best to buy time for An Qi.

“~”

“Brian Chu, you are a beast!”

“It’s useless to hide it.”

“You killed my sister!”

“My Jones family, I must let you pay for it!”

” I never die ! ….”

“Don’t die…”



Mike Jones wanted to rush in and bring his sister back like crazy, but every time he was
thrown out by Gaia and others.

Finally, Mike Jones, who was covered in blood, knew that with his current strength, he
could not take his sister away, nor could he deal with Mark.

As a result, he has already retired.

“Master, let’s go back.”

“The Dragon God Temple is so powerful that it is definitely not something we can break
through.”

“The plan for the present is to return to the family and tell

the Patriarch about this matter.” “Let the family gather the power of the whole clan, and
even the power of the entire sect, to command the hot summer and march into
Nanquan!”

Mike Jones’s men clearly felt the follow. The huge gap between Mark was discouraged
by Mike Jones from the side.

“Okay!”

“Let’s go back!”

Mike Jones did not hesitate, he vomited the blood in his mouth, and then led the
remnant soldiers to leave the summer and rush towards the family.

“Huh?”

“Isn’t that a member of the Jones family?”

“It’s weird, the Chu family didn’t come, why are they from the Jones family?”

“Moreover, it’s broken?”

In Jones When the family evacuated, the Yanxia martial arts powerhouse who had been
stationed at the border of Noirfork was full of doubts.

Immediately reported to the Wushen Temple and notified the Juggernaut and others.

The Juggernauts who heard the news frowned immediately. ?

“Tang Hao, I feel a storm, they come again.”

Juggernaut standing by the window, worried about her, among old pupil of the eye, full
of concerns about the color.



“How is the situation with the King of Fighters?”

“How is the recovery?” While

worrying, the Juggernaut asked about the situation with the King of Fighters.

Tang Hao replied: “I just went to see him two days ago, and his injuries have healed
very poorly.”

“I have been doing recovery training these few days.”

“Moreover, I heard from him that he was seriously injured this time. Because of a
blessing in disguise, his strength has improved again.”

“Oh? It seems to be standing after breaking.” The Sword Saint was slightly surprised,
but he did not expect that this disaster would become the King of Fighters’ encounters.

“After a while, you can tell him again so that he can report on his work as soon as
possible.”

“The country is here, it’s time for him.”

“Okay!” Tang Hao nodded, turned and went to do it.

At this time, only the Juggernaut was left in the hall of Nuo Da, standing alone.

These days, Juggernaut has been restless.

In fact, he expected more than Mark that the Chu family would come over and apologize
honestly.

In this way, their martial arts in the scorching summer will be able to follow through
safely.

But now, bad signs have appeared.

In the event of an accident, the Juggernaut has to worry, can it be dealt with only by the
current Martial God Temple?

At this time, the God of War was retreating again and there was no news, and Mark also
collapsed with the Martial God Temple, which immediately made the Juggernaut feel
lonely.

The return of the King of Fighters may be the only good news that Juggernaut has heard
these days.

And when the Martial God Temple was already tense, in Noirfork Land, Mark was still
trying his best to rescue An Qi.



At the same time, Mark mobilized the power of the Dragon Temple to urgently search for
Yue Yao.

Chapter 3423

It was not until the early morning of the next day that Yueyao’s Nizi rushed back to
Denham .

“Brother Mark, what’s the matter?”

“What happened?”

These days, Yue Yao did not leave the hot summer, but has been playing in the cities of
Noirfork.

After receiving Mark’s urgent call, Yue Yao hurried back. Seeing Mark covered in blood,
Yue Yao was frightened, thinking that something had happened to Mark.

“Quickly, Yue Yao!”

“It’s too late to explain, hurry up and follow me into the room.” With

an anxious look on Mark’s face, he pulled Yue Yao into the room.

After that, Mark also came out of the room, waiting outside, full of anxiety.

In this way, Yue Yao’s treatment of An Qi lasted three days and three nights.

Finally, on the fourth day, Yue Yao, who was exhausted, just walked out.

“How is it, how is An Qi?”

“Can you still be rescued?”

Mark immediately walked up, grabbing Yue Yao and asked anxiously.

Yueyao grumbled her little mouth, very dissatisfied: “Huh, Mark’s brother only knows
Anqi Anqi, why don’t you care about me at all.”

“I haven’t closed my eyes for three days and three nights.

” I’m starving to death.”

Yue Yao complained.



Mark quickly apologized: “I’m sorry, Yao’er. An Qi is a matter of life and death, I can’t
help but be nervous.”

“You tell me, is An Qi still saved?”

Yue Yao replied: “Two news, one is good

Yes , a bad one, which one do you listen to first.” “Okay.” Mark said.

“She’s not dead, and my life is temporarily stabilized by me. But she is still in a coma,
and when she will wake up is not certain.” Yue Yao whispered.

“What about the bad one?” Mark let out a long sigh of relief when Hearing An Qi was not
dead, he continued to ask.

“Brother Mark, I said, don’t worry.”

“An Qi, her life is temporarily saved.”

“But her eyes…” At

this point, Yue Yao sighed suddenly. , The look became heavy.

“If my guess is correct, An Qi should have a special physique.”

“She should, with blue eyes and golden eyes.”

“Well, but she hasn’t matured yet, and she hasn’t fully controlled the power of blue eyes
and golden eyes. When she achieves success in her cultivation in the future, she should
be able to fully arouse the strength of her blue eyes and golden pupils.” Mark replied in a
deep voice.

But Yue Yao shook her head: “It’s impossible.”

“Her eyes have been taken away.”

“From now on, she will be an ordinary girl.”

“Or, one, and then. I can’t see the light, ordinary, little girl.”

“Hey…”

“It’s a pity, in the Mood for Love, but suffered such a horrible hand.”

“The murderer, really humanity is annihilated!”



The process of treating An Qi just now In the middle, when she learned that An Qi’s
eyes had been taken, Yue Yao was undoubtedly shocked.

She didn’t expect that in martial arts today, there is such a frenzied person who would
do such a vicious attack on an underage girl.

The vicious behavior is simply outrageous.

“You…what did you say?”

“An Qi…her…her eyes…?”

Mark was stunned.

In my mind, it was like being struck by thunder, and it was blank.

In my heart, there is an inexplicable emotion that suddenly swept out.

After that, Mark couldn’t keep calm anymore and rushed into the room like crazy.

On the bed, the little girl who had been cleaned lay there like a sleeping beauty.

Snow-white skin, attractive face, and a delicate body that is beginning to take shape,
such a pretty girl will delight almost anyone who has seen it.

However, only her eyes were covered with a thick layer of cotton yarn.

Once, those beautiful and smart eyes, those eyes that reflected the scenery of the
galaxy, lost their light completely after all.
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